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In the theory of partial differential equations one encounters two types 
of a priori estimates: a) estimates in the L, norm, b) Schauder estimates, i.e. 
estimates in the Lip, norm. It would therefore be desirable to be able to deal 
simultanously with this two different types of norms. An attempt to achieve 
this is provided by the theory of pp,, spaces. Here we shall briefly review 
the main features of this theory. Except for those of Section 6, all results are 
known. 
1. DEFINITION OF Zp,, 
Let Q be any connected open subset of R”. Let 1 < p < co, 
0 < X < n + p. We denote by 9P,A = 6PPPA(Q) the space of locally 
integrable functions f in Q such that there exists a constant C 
(depending on f) such that for every x,, E Sz and every we can find a 
number u (depending on f, x0 , r) such that 
s If(x) - u p dx < 0”. szo,rnn U-1) 
I-k-2 Cot denotes the ball with center x,, and radius Y. Let us set 
ljfll = inf PD. 
This is a semi-norm in 9P,A(jl f 11 = 0 precisely when f is a constant). 
We can get a norm in two different ways: a) We replace 11 f 11 by 
Ilf II + Jn, If( d x where 52, is any bounded open subset of 1;2. 
b) We identify functions that differ by a constant. In either case we get 
thereby a complete space, i.e. a Banach space. In what follows we 
always choose alternative b). Thus the word function will mean an 
equivalence class of functions modulo constants. 
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2. STRUCTURE OF Zp,,. THE NOTATION ba,p 
We list some known results on the structure of the spaces sP,* . 
We omit the assumptions on f2 to be imposed in each case. 
a) h = 0. gP,s = Lp , i.e. we have 
s R If(x dx < C. 
This is completely obvious. 
b)O<X<n. PPA = Mp,A = “Morrey space”, i.e. we have 
for any x0 E D and any r 
This was shown by Campanato [4]. Note in particular the special 
case p = 1. In this case we may also more generally admit Radon 
measures p instead of just locally integrable functionsf. The inequality 
then becomes 
Such measures are of interest in connection with Hausdorff measure. 
c) h = n. TPA = d = “John-Nirenberg space”, i.e. we have 
for any x0 E 52 and any r with a suitable u 
This was shown by John-Nirenberg [I]. It is a rather “deep” result- 
about the only really “deep” one in this area. The proof involves a 
certain covering lemma by Calderon-Zygmund [I] (a variant of the 
well-known covering lemma by F. Riesz). 
d) A < A < tl + p. ZP,A = Lip, , 01 = (A - n)/p, i.e. we have 
for any x and YES2 
If(x) -f(r)1 d c I * -Y Ia- 
This was shown independently by Campanato [3] and by Meyers [I]. 
In all cases C does only depend on f. 
Let us give a simple application of the last result d) indicating the 
potential usefulness of spaces 9L h . 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. (after Morrey [I]; cf. Nirenberg [Z]). Assuming 
a = Rn we shall prove that 
gradf EL, 3 f E Lip,, , a=l-(n/P) (P>N 
(a part of Sobolev’s “imbedding theorem”). To this end it suffices 
(by d)) to show that 
gradfE&, ~f~=%~, h=n-(n/p)+L 
which amounts to proving the inequality 
lsz If (4 - 0 I dx d C+ (II grad.fW’ dx)l”, 
0. 
I 
for any x,, E Rn and any Y with a suitable 0. It is clear that one may 
restrict oneself to the special case x0 = 0, r = 1, p = 1 (by geometric 
reasons and by Holder’s inequality). But in this special case the 
inequality can be proven easily by induction on ?a. 
Let us finally mention that (obvious in view of Holder’s inequality) 
=%,A C -%,.A, if P 3 $3, (A - 4/P = (4 - N/PI * 
Together with the above result by Campanato and Meyers (case d)) 
this indicates that a more natural choice of parameter than X is 
OL = (h - n)/p. The range of OL is -(n/p) < OL < 1. In what follows 
we shall therefore interchangingly with 9P,A use the notation &:P. 
Thus we have 
OE”, r\se riP;p, a = (A - n)/p. 
We can now write (1.1) as 
Ilf - c7 IIL,wzo,,nn) -. < Cyu+hlP) (2-l) 
(with a different C). Note that by the above cases c) and d) GP;P does 
not depend on p if 01 > 0. More exactly we have 
&P = I @f, a=0 Lip,,O<0l< 1. (2.2) 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
We indicate some generalizations of 9P,n in various directions. 
a) JZpp,O . This space is obtained by replacing (1.1) by 
s if(x) - u Ip dx < C@(r) SqpJ 
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where @ is a given increasing function. (Corresponding to &a:~ 
we might also use the notation &Wp with 
Y(Y) = (@(Y))l’PY-n’~.) 
See Spanne [I]. 
b) zp,w. This space is obtained by replacing (1.1) by 
i If(x) - 
CT0 - qx - *a* - (T~+IC~-~ Ip dx < CY”, 
s zo,rn* 
in other words we are counting modulo polynomials of degree cN. 
The range of X is now 0 < h < n + pN and the corresponding range 
of CL - n/p < (Y < N. See Campanato [4], [.5], Campanato-Murthy 
[II, Spanne [Jl. (C am p anato uses the parameter k = N - 1 instead 
on N but we believe the present choice is more natural.) 
c) -Epg,l . This space is obtained by replacing (1 .l) by 
s Co (K(Y))“‘” $ < co 0 
with 
(Corresponding to &;p we propose the notation &a*Q;P). See 
Stampacchia [2]. 
4 “Y&l?’ This space (analogous to Sobolev spaces W,) is obtained 
by requiring 
fE=%,A and grad-f E ppsA . 
See Campanato [I], [2], [7], [8], [9]. 
e) LY$,A . This space (analogous to Marcinkiewicz space I,:) is 
obtained by replacing (1.1) by 
Vu : up meas.({ /f(~) - u I > u} n S,,, n 52) < C. 
See Stampacchia [I], [2], Spanne [2]. 
f) dp,*(6). This space is obtained upon replacing the Euclidean 
balls Sz, ,7 by balls S,J6) with respect to a more general metric 8. 
An important example is: 
%GY) = (i$ I xi - Yi laya 9 ai 2 1, a = maxai. 
See Barozzi [I], Da Prato [I], Campanato [7]. 
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Appropriate combinations of cases a-f) are of course also possible. 
We shall not enter into details. Concerning cases b) and c) see 
however Section 6, concerning case e) Section 4, concerning case f) 
Section 5. 
4. INTERPOLATION THEOREMS 
We shall now investigate the interpolation behavior of 9P,A . We 
do not know if ZP,,, are interpolation spaces in some sense. (Cf. 
Stein-Zygmund [I].) H owever there are still several interesting 
interpolation theorems involved with spaces 9P,n . We start with 
THEOREM 4.1. (Stampacchiu [I], Campanato-Murthy [Z]). Let T 
be a linear operator such that 
T : &, + %,.A~ 
T : L,, -+ -%&.A I -
Then 
T:Lp+mYp,, 
whenever 
1 1-e e 1 l-0 -=- 
p PO +F/p= p, 
-+-$ a=(1 -e)cuo+eal, oGe<i. 
(The symbol T : &’ + a, where &’ and a are topological vector 
spaces, means that the linear operator T when restricted to & gives 
rise to a continuous mapping from & into a.) 
We shall give the proof of Spanne [2]. We need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. (Stampacchia [I]). In (1.1) OY (2.1) one can always 
take 
(T = Pf = P,,, f = 
1 
mea@,., n Q) j, ,,,f w h. 
(4.1) 
Cl’ 
Proof. We note that P is a bounded operator in L,(S,,r n 52) 
II Pf II G llf II9 
and that it reproduces constants 
PO = (I. 
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Thus Lemma 4.1 holds for all 
Ilf - Wll < IV - u II + II P(f - 411 < 2llf - 0 II. 
If now u is such that (1.1) holds we get 
Ilf - Pfll < 2cwp. 
It is now easy to provide the 
Proof of theorem 4.1. For every x0 E Q and every t let us consider 
the operator 
Q = Qzosr = T - PT 
where P = PzOt is as in (4.1). By that lemma we get 
Q : Lp, -+ LQ,(S,,T n 4 (4.2) 
Q : LPI - L,l(Szo,r n 4. (4.3) 
If we apply the interpolation theorem of M. Riesz (concerning the 
classical interpolation theorems see Zygmund [I], chapter 12) we get 
Q : Lp + L,(&,,, n Q). 
For the norms MO, iW1, M in (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) holds 
M,, < Cr”+n/po 
Ml < Cr”‘+n’al 
(4.4) 
M < Ml-8 Ml8 < ~~(l-B)(g+n/Q~)+e(u,+n/q) = Cra+Q/Qs --Y 0 
The last inequality shows that if f E L, then 
II Tf - PTf II+,,nn) G CP+~‘~. 
Therefore Tf cz &;P E ZD,, by (2.1). 
If we in the above proof apply the interpolation theorem of 
Marcinkiewicz instead of the one of M. Riesz, we get the following 
theorem 
THEOREM 4.2. (Stampacchia [I]). Let T be u linear operator such 
thut 
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Then 
whenever 
1 1-e e 1 -=- 
p PO +c’p= p, 
!A+:, a=(1 -e8)‘YO+ea1, o<e< 1. 
Actually any interpolation theorem will do. Therefore one can also 
replace Lq, and LP1 by abstract space A, and A, and L, by an abstract 
interpolation space A constructed from A, and A,. For example, 
one can choose A = (A,, , A,),,, . For details see Spanne [2]. See also 
KrCe [I]. 
We give a simple application of theorem 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the potential transform 
%0X) = j,. (f(rM x - Y m @ (0 < s < n). 
It is well-known that (Q = R”) 
96,LL,+L,*,, n/p0 = n - S 
Pa : L,, + Lip, , -1 = (n/PI) - 8. 
But 
Go = g&l 9 LiPI = &,A C -Ep;,T,.~,  1 = (4 - nYPl . 
If we apply theorem 4.2 (with notably q, = S - 12, (pi = S - (n/pr)) 
it follows that 
96 : L, + fi%p, a = S - (n/P). (4.5) 
We omit the expression for p for the following reason. If LY > 0 then 
JP:p does not depend on p and we get by (2.2) 
Pa : Lp --f Lip, , OL = S - (n/P) if 6 - 1 < (n/P) < 8, (4.6) 
9ap,:Lp+CF if 6 = n/P. (4.7) 
Here (4.6) is of course well-known (cf. Zygmund [I], chapter 12) 
but (4.7) is a new interesting complement to (4.6) which is maybe 
not so obvious without the spaces 9P,, . If (Y < 0 the result is not 
sharp. Indeed (4.5) can then be sharpened to 
9a:Lp+L,, -! 
P 
=a-+ if ; > 8, (4.8) 
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which is also well-known (cf. Zygmund [I], chapter I). It is however 
interesting to note that (4.8) can be obtained from the following 
interpolation theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. (Stampacchia [I], [2], Spanne [2], Campanato [S]). 
Assume that Q is a cube (possibly unbounded). Let T be a linear operator 
such that 
Then 
whenever 
T:Lp+Lg 
1 -= 
P 
!g+f, +!$+;, o<e<1. 
0 1 
We shall not give the proof here (see in particular Spanne [2], 
Campanato [S]). W e remark however that the proof makes use of 
certain spaces iVP and the fact that NP C L$, which was established 
by John-Nirenberg [II-it is a generalization of the result mentioned 
in Section 2 (case c)). 
COROLLARY 4.1. (Stampacchia 
such that 
TzL,~+L,*~, 
T : LPI + Lip,, 
Then 
T:Lp+L4) 
T:Lp+& 
T : L, -+ Lip, 
where 
1 1-e 8 -=- 
P PO +F/ 
[I]). Let T be a linear operator 
0 < a1 < 1. 
if a < 0, 
if a = 0, 
if 01 > 0, 
1 -= 
P 
cd=(l -e) -; +ecQ, 
( 1 
o<e<i. 
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This may be considered as a generalization of example 4.1. The 
proof follows at once from theorem 4.2 and theorem 4.3. It is also 
possible to prove this theorem without using pp,* spaces, namely 
using instead Besov-spaces (cf. Section 6) along with abstract inter- 
polation (Grisvard [I], Peetre [2]; see also Stein-Zygmund [1] for a 
related result). 
5. APPLICATIONS TO INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We have already considered an application to the potential transform 
9$ (example 4.1). Now fix the attention to the Hilbert transform 
W(x) = V*P. Irn [f(r)/@ - Al dY9 (n = 1) -ml 
and its n-dimensional analogue (“Calderon-2ygmund transform”). 
More generally let us consider an arbitrary convolution operator 
V(x) = a *f(x) = I,” 4x - YM Y) dY* 
The Calderon-Zygmund case is when a(~) is homogeneous of degree 
-n and moreover 
I a(x) ds, = 0. Id-1 
THEOREM 5.1. (Spanne [2]). Assume that for all Y > 0 
r ) a(x -y) - u(-y)l dy < C if 
- Ivl>zr 
and moreover that 
T:L2-+L2. 
Then 
T:L,+b, 
and therefore (by theorem 4.3) 
T:L,+L,, 2<p<co. 
1x1 dy, (5-l) 
V-2) 
(5.3) 
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By duality we may also deduce T : Lp + Lp for 1 < p < 2 and 
thus this holds when 1 < p < co. We have in particular a new 
proof of the Calderon-Zygmund theorem in a way dual to the usual 
one (cf. Calderon-Zygmund [I], Hijrmander [I]). Note however 
that all the real difficulties are hidden in the proof of the result by 
John-Nirenberg [I], which we have not proven here, so it is really 
not at all simpler. But maybe the complement (5.3) is interesting 
in itself. 
Proof. Let f e L, . Let 
Clearly f = fO + fi . Using (5.2) we get 
Let us write 
Tf,(x) - Tf,(O) = /,,,,,, (4X - Y) - 4-YNf( Y) dY* 
Therefore by (5.1) we get if 1 x I < Y 
I TM4 - Tf1(0)l G s,,,,,, I 4x -Y) - a(-Y)l ~YllfllLc, < WIIL, , 
which implies 
Now (5.4) and (5.5) together imply, since Tf = Tf,, + Tfi , 
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with u = Tf,(O). But making a translation we also get 
Thus Tf E LZz,n = 8’~~ = & and we have established (5.3). 
The same proof applies also to integral operators which are not 
convolution operators. Such an operator we may write in the form 
T.(x) = jRn 4x - Y> r)f( Y) 4. 
We then get 
THEOREM 5.2. (Spanne (unpublished)). Assume that for all Y > 0 
holds 
1 I 4.~ - y, y) - 4-y, r)l dy < C if 1x1 \cr Ivl>2r 
and moreover that (5.2) holds. Then the same conclusions as in theorem 5.1 
may be made. 
If we apply theorem 5.2 to the fundamental solution of an elliptic 
partial differential operator A of order m we get the following result 
(Spanne (unpublished)): Let u be a solution of Au = f where f E L, 
then all partial derivatives Dmu of order m are locally in 8. This is a 
limiting case of the well-known regularity theorems obtained from 
the usual LP estimates. 
As for other applications to partial differential equations we mention 
that a systematic use of spaces 9P,A in the case of second order elliptic 
and parabolic problems-in the latter case suitable 9P,@) really 
intervene-has been made by Campanato [6], [7] (see also 
Campanato-Stampacchia [I], Stampacchia [3]). Again are obtained 
various limiting cases of known results. We mention also Giusti [I], [2]. 
We mention now without proof a somewhat different result obtained 
for a more restricted class of convolutions operators than in theorem 
5.1-it still applies to the Hilbert transform and the Calderon- 
Zygmund transform. 
THEOREM 5.3. (Peetre [I]). Assume that we can write the kernel 
a of T in the form (cf. Cotlar [I]) 
a= f a, 
“=--co 
sSo/4/1-6 
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wher 
! a,(x) dx = 0, 
a,(x) = 0 if 1x132, 
a,*f /I LP 
< C/If IILp if f E L, (with C independent off, Y’, v”), 
11 grad a, IILp, < C2-Y(n’p+1), ‘P+Jp= 1. 
Then 
It is interesting to note that thus the spaces YP,, are left invariant 
for a large class of operators, although we do not know if they are 
interpolation spaces in some sense. 
It is possible to extend theorem 5.2 to the potential transform 9’E . 
(One can of course also extend theorem 5.1 and theorem 5.2 so as to 
cover the potential transform.) 
THEOREM 5.4. (Spanne (unpublished)). We have 
Another result worthwhile to mention is the following one, for 
convolution operators. 
THEOREM 5.5. (Spanne (unpublished)). Assume that the assumptions 
of theorem 5.1 are fuljilled. Then 
T : Lip, --f Lip, . 
The proof follows easily from theorem 5.1 and interpolation (using 
interpolation properties of on one hand Lip, , on the other hand 
9P,r;N). The result should be compared with the counter-examplse of 
Stein-Zygmund [I]. See also end of Section 6. 
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6. THE CONNECTION WITH BESOV-SPACES 
In this Section we take Q = Rn. We shall first reformulate the 
definition of spaces 9p,A G Ea*p (see notably Section 2). Let 6 be any 
function in&,( l/p + l/p’ = 1) with support in the unit ball S = S,,, 
and such that 
Let for any r > 0 
J R” +@) da! =O* (6.1) 
Then #r has support in S,,, and satisfies still (6.1). If f E &9* we 
therefore obtain by (2.1) and by Holder’s inequality 
or 
Conversely if (6.2) holds for all 4, it is not hard to see that f E &;p. 
We compare this with (cf. Peetre [3]) the definition of Besov-spaces 
&iq: A tempered distribution f is said to be in &*q if and only if 
(J, (r-~ll~$ *fll~JQ$)~” < 03 if 4 < *, 
SUP dldr *flkp < 03 if q = co. 
Here 1 < p < CO, 1 < q < oo, (Y arbitrary real and 4 a fixed rapidly 
decreasing function such that the support of the Fourier-transform 
4 = c&t) is the annulus (5 12-l < I[ 1 < 2). (To get a Banach space we 
have to, as in the case of spaces 9p,l;N , count modulo polynomials 
of degree <N where N > 01 - n/p). If 01 > 0 there is an alternative 
definition-the usual one-using finite differences Agkf instead of 
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convolutions 4, *f (see Besov [I], Taibleson [I], Grisvard [Z]). 
Let us first consider the case q = co. Then it is not hard to show that 
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where inclusion C can be replaced by = if a > 0. This may be 
considered as a new proof of the structure theorem of Campanato- 
Meyers (case d) of Section 2). The method can also be extended to 
cover spaces 9P,n:N and general Sz (see Grevholm [I]). Note also that 
if p = 1 and 01 < 0 then the positive functions in &il can be charac- 
terized as the absolutely continuous positive Radon measures in 
&dm. If q < co we may correspondingly prove 
with = if a > 0. 
These results lead us to consider a new generalization of PP,A in the 
direction of &$a with general P. We replace L, by L, in (6.2). These 
spaces we may denote by PL,, = aPip. 
Let us indicate a simple application of PPip to convolution operators. 
Let 
TW) = a *fW = I,” 4 - r)f( Y) 4J 
be a convolution operator with 
T : Lp + &:P. 
Then by (6.2) and (6.4) for any f E L, 
(6.4) 
It follows that 4, t ~1 EL,,, and that 
But this means precisely that a E a$‘. Conversely if a E PPtp it follows 
that (6.4) holds. Thus we have a complete characterization of the 
convolution operators in question. This is a variant of certain results 
on Fourier-multipliers originating from Hardy-Littlewood [I] (see 
Taibleson [2], Stein-Zygmund [I]), to the effect that T : Lip, --t Lip, 
if and only if roughly a E @Vp. 
Let us consider some special cases. First we note that if 01 > 0 
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then by the analogue of (6.3) the condition a E Pi? becomes a E &“. 
Also the case OL = 0, P = CQ is of certain interest. Then (6.4) is the 
same as (5.3) and the condition on a become a E es’ (since we may 
take p = 1) and can be written explicitely 
It is not hard to see directly that (6.5) is a consequence of (5.1) and 
(5.2), which must be the case according to theorem 5.1. By the 
analogue of (6.3) we have 
Thus using the above result by Hardy-Littlewood we get a new proof 
of theorem 5.5. 
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